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Ethical Issues And Best Practices While Working Remotely During- The COVID-19 Pandemic

Scott B. Piekarsky, Esq.

The COVID-19 Pandemic reached the United States in January of 2020.1 The first

diagnosed case took place in January and the first death occurred in February.2 The virus reached

fifty (50) states by March of 2020.3 A national emergency was declared by the U.S. President on

March 13, 2020.4 Stay at home orders were promulgated by state governors in Mid-March of

2020.5 As of June 24, 2020, the United States had the most confirmed active cases and deaths of

any country in the world.6

We as active lawyers, regularly going to the office, attending court and visiting other

offices had to then abruptly stop that routine, go home and do all of this work remotely. An

awesome change in work lifestyle had to practically be undertaken overnight. While most of us

would simply honker down in our secure home offices, dining rooms or bedrooms, a completely

different environment faced us with the complexities of technology and now having to learn how

to get it done via text, cell phone and internet without the ability to simply walk down the hall to

converse with our associates or meet in a conference room for a meeting, closing or deposition.

1 Press Release, Center for Disease Control and Prevention, First Travel-related Case of 2019 Novel Coronavirus

Detected in United States (Jan. 21, 2020) (on file with CDC Newsroom),
https://www.cdc.gov/media/releases/2020/pO 121-novel-coronavirus-travel-case.html.
2 Media Statement, Center for Disease Control and Prevention, Washington State Report First COVID-19 Death

(Feb. 29, 2020) (on file with CDC Newsroom), https://www.cdc.gov/media/releases/2020/s0229-COVID-19-first-
death.html.
3 Coronavirus hits allJfity (50) US States as Death Toll Rises, BBC NEWS (Mar. 18, 2020)
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-51939392.
4 Proclamation No. 9994, 85 Fed. Reg. 15,337 (Mar. 13, 2020).
5 Benjamin Della Rocca, Samantha Fry, Masha Simonova & Jacques Singer-Emery, State Emergency Authorities to
Address COVID-19, LAWFARE (May 4, 2020 3:03PM), https://www.lawfareblog.com/state-emergency-authorities-
address-covid-19.
6 Coronavirus Resource Center, Mortality Analyses, JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV. OF MED. (Aug. 30, 2020),
http://coronavirus.jhu.edu/data/mortality.



While we went from in-person face to face events, we now became confronted with

Zoom, Teams, WebEx and other electronic platforms for communicating via the internet with its

various rules and challenges. In this article, we will examine the ethical challenges of working

remotely and electronically and will suggest some best practices as well.

Let's begin with the fundamental ethical concept of competence. The ABA Rule of

Professional Conduct 1.1 on competence provides that: "A lawyer shall provide competent

representation to a client. Competent representation requires the legal knowledge, skill,

thoroughness and preparation reasonably necessary for the representation.",7 Comment 8 to this

rule provides that: "To maintain the requisite knowledge and skill, a lawyer should keep abreast

of changes in the law and it's practice, including the benefits and risks associated with relevant

technology, engage in continuing study and education and comply with all continuing legal

education requirements to which the lawyer is subject."'

Working remotely immediately implicates the need for and use of technology. Not only

was there a practical requirement once stay at home orders hit but it's an ethical requirement as

well. For some lawyers this became the first time they were forced to work from home without

assistants nearby to handle or help with the related technology. For example, filings would now

have to be electronically created and filed electronically with courts and agencies. Closing

documents had to be created and exchanged electronically. We found one service that allows us

to electronically records deeds, mortgages and liens since the actual offices were closed, very

short staffed and inundated with filings.9 Participation in court proceedings would now need to

be accomplished through internet based networks like Zoom and Teams. For those inexperienced

7 MODEL RULES OF PROF'L. CONDUCT r. 1.1 (AM. BAR ASS'N 2018).

8 MODEL RULES OF PROF'L. CONDUCT r. 1.1 cmt. 8 (AM. BAR ASS'N 2018).

9 See SIMPLIFILE, http://simplifile.com.



and particularly without staffs, jumping these hurdles has been trying. Court systems like ours

here in New Jersey had to very quickly integrate Zoom for use for hearings, motions,

conferences and trials. 10 Those courts without electronic filing in place had to quickly develop

email filing systems instead.11 In New Jersey, for example our Governor and Legislature also

acted quickly to pass laws permitting remote corporate meetings and remote notarization which

have been helpful and efficient. 12

The feat of acting competently from home with new technologies also implicates a whole

series of other rules of ethics and ethical requirements that we will explore, for example;

confidentiality, supervision responsibilities, communication, etc.

As to confidentiality, ABA Rule of Professional Conduct 1.6 imposes an ethical duty to

maintain confidentiality but now in a remote technological setting, many new challenges face us

with full time remote technological work methods. 13 Whether working with a computer, a tablet

or a smartphone, the same must be password protected to begin with so that no one has access to

confidential client information.

A number of key recommendations exist for ensuring confidentiality while working

remotely such as:

1) Avoiding the use of public Wi-Fi hotspots. One can subscribe and procure a hotspot on

your own device or purchase a portable internet device like a Jet-Pack to avoid public

Wi-Fi.

10 See Virtual Courtroom, N.J. CTS., http://www.njcourts.gov/public/vc/index.html.
11 See Judiciary Electronic Document Submission (JEDS), N.J. CTS., http://njcourts.gov/selfhelp/jeds.html.
12 See, e.g., N.J. STAT. ANN. § 14A:5-1 (2020); N.J. STAT. ANN. § 15A:5-1 (2020); 2020 N.J. Laws 26.

13 MODEL RULES OF PROF'L. CONDUCT r. 1.6 (AM. BAR ASS'N 2018).



2) Use a virtual private network or VPN which can be easily purchased from App Stores

on your smart phone or tablet. Larger firms use secure networks like Citrix.

3) Use a two-factor or multi-factor authentication in addition to your basic password. One

such service is available from DUO.

4) Use strong passwords to protect data and devices. In addition to strong detailed

passwords, passwords must be regularly changed at least every sixty (60) to ninety (90)

days.

5) Ensure that video conferences are secure. Now that confidential attorney/client,

privileged meetings are being conducted on Zoom, Teams and the like, you need to

insure that no unwanted third parties can patch in.

6) Backup your data that is stored remotely. Do the same as if you were in the office. Now

with a record tropical storm season upon us and regular loses of power and internet,

protecting data is critical.

7) Use firewalls and anti-virus and anti-malware software to prevent the loss or corruption

of data.

8) Eliminate and prohibit the use of smart devices like Amazon's Alexa and Google

Assistant and the like. It has been reported that these devices listen to conversations

and record and store them. 14

In the area of supervision, attorneys have a challenging task because staff and associates

are not outside your office or down the hall. They are at a different location, often a home where

you exercise no rights of access or control. The communications are by phone, text, email or

videoconferences. ABA Rules of Professional Conduct 5.1 through 5.7 address responsibilities

14 Pa. Bar Ass'n Comm. on Legal Ethics & Prof'l Responsibility, Fornal Op. 2020-300 (2020).



for lawyers, non-lawyers and contracted service providers. 15 These rules were not developed

with any pandemic in mind Rule 5.3 is entitled Responsibilities Regarding Non-Lawyer

Assistance. 16 In the comments to the rule under Sections 3 and 4, there is a demonstration of the

potential complexity in handling this responsibility which essentially deals with outside

independent contractors for paralegal assistance, document management and the like. 17 Critical

here are guidelines and requirements for monitoring and oversight. Certainly in the pre-pandemic

setting things could go amiss. However, in the current remote setting there is essentially no direct

oversight. Regular communications and reporting are essential as are regular video conferencing

so you know what is being done by these who report to you and those who you are ethically

responsible for.

A primary aspect and responsibility of representation is communication. This can be done

by text, phone, email, letter, video conference, etc. One must be mindful of the fact that some

clients may not have or use smart phones or may not have or use a computer. Most importantly,

we need to make ourselves available and reachable and we must communicate to clients by ways

they can reach us. We also must make sure that the communications are done securely and

confidentially. ABA Rule of Professional Conduct 1.4 is entitled Communications.18 This rule

requires that we promptly and reasonably inform clients, consult and explain. It is inevitable that

the speed of our communications will be hampered. We do not have a receptionist or other staff

nearby. We single handedly are managing the phone, the texts, the email, regular mail and

overnight services. As a result, we cannot do anything with the speed we previously maintained

15 MODEL RULES OF PROF'L. CONDUCT r. 5.1-5.7 (AM. BAR ASS'N 2018).

16 MODEL RULES OF PROF'L. CONDUCT r. 5.3 (AM. BAR ASS'N 2018).

17 -d., at cmt. 3- 4 (AM. BAR ASS'N 2018).
18 MODEL RULES OF PROF'L. CONDUCT r. 1.4 (AM. BAR ASS'N 2018).



in the office. Some clients may understand this and others may not. It is important to take out the

initial few minutes or lines to explain this. Leaving messages on your voice mail or website to

explain the delays of remote work help to reasonably inform clients and help them to measure

their levels of expectation. This also will reduce or mitigate any complaints or grievances that

could possibly follow therefrom.

While we have examined the critical and fundamental ethical requirements while we

work from our home or second home, there are yet even more critical considerations to ponder.

Since we are in a home environment and communicate on a phone or camera, it differs

drastically from being present in a courtroom or conference room. What immediately comes to

mind is civility, decorum and professionalism. We are a revered and respected profession and are

expected to conduct ourselves as such. Whether it's your kids screaming in the background or cat

walking across the screen, we need to plan and prepare so our presence is as civil, normal and

undisturbed as it would be in court. How do we dress for the Zoom hearing and what room can

we televise from? I personally have seen lawyers appearing in court via Zoom with open neck

sweaters and shirts with hairy chests sticking out. We all got a chuckle about the attorney in

Florida who did the Zoom hearing in sleepwear from under the blanket in bed. 19 Not only must

we be dressed appropriately for the camera, we have to make sure we properly operate the

technology. I participated a couple of months ago in a very serious attorney ethics proceeding

and the first two cases in front of me either could not get their video or audio to work. One

lawyer kept on the video and audio and decided to take a phone call while being present in Zoom

court. This is uncivil and unprofessional and does nothing to properly advance the clients cause.

19 Associated Press, Florida Judge Tells Lawyers To Get Dressed And Get Out Of Bed For Zoom Hearings, TAMPA

BAY CHANNEL 10 (April 15, 2020), https://www.wtsp.com/article/news/weird/wtflorida/florida-judge-tells-lawyers-
to-get-dressed-and-get-out-of-bed-for-zoom-hearings/67-9795f741-13b0-4f81-bal 1-2cade854c655.



Here in New Jersey, we maintain Principles of Professionalism that guide and govern us on

issues of professional behavior.20 Just because we are in the comforts of home does not mean we

dispense with professionalism. In addition, in light of the complications of the pandemic, it has

become essential that lawyers agree to reasonable extensions and adjournments. In addition,

most courts have relaxed time frames and requirements in light of the pandemic.

Next, we will address the issue of wellness, both client wellness and attorney wellness.

After all, if we or our clients are not well, effective representation cannot occur. ABA Rule of

Professional Conduct 1.14 Client with Diminished Capacity addresses the scenario where the

client is unable "to make adequately considered decisions in connection with a representation."21

This is one of the more complex and difficult areas for lawyers to navigate. Unless your practice

is elder law, most practitioners do not have to deal with these issues on any regular basis. While

you need to be concerned that the client is well enough to participate and make informed

decisions; we also need to be concerned as well that no one is taking advantage of or improperly

influencing the client. This Rule of Professional Conduct along with its comments provides

necessary direction in fathoming this area of concern.

As to attorneys, we already as a profession wrestle with extremely high rates of

behavioral health issues including stress, anxiety, depression, alcoholism, etc. Now with

physical isolation at home, these issues become even more exacerbated. Obviously with the

pandemic, fear and uncertainty as to the future are taking their toll on everyone. Hence, there is

now an even greater need for healthy routines involving socialization, exercise and

entertainment. Professional organizations and firms need to strive to assist in perpetuating

2 0 N.J. COMM'N ON PROFESSIONALISM: PRINCIPLES OF PROFESSIONALISM (2013)

https://www.njd.uscourts.gov/sites/njd/files/Principles%"20of/"2OProfessionalism.pdf.
21 MODEL RULES OF PROF'L. CONDUCT r. 1.14 (AM. BAR ASS'N 2018).



normalcy for us professionals isolated at home and frequently taxed by our clients legal problems

and their own behavioral health issues. The ABA Commission on Lawyers Assistance Programs

has published a list of resources entitled "Mental Health Resources for the Legal Profession

During COVID-19".22 In addition, states like New Jersey maintain Lawyers Assistance Programs

that are readily available to the bench and bar when members are wrestling with behavioral

health issues.23

Finally, if you are a solo practitioner, in order to protect yourself and your clients, in this

environment you must think about and act to do some succession planning. What happens if you

become seriously ill and disabled? Even worse, what if you become very ill and die? Not only is

your practice a valuable asset, but how will clients be protected if you pass? Hence, some level

of succession planning is necessary. If you do nothing, most jurisdictions have procedures for the

court to appoint a trustee to wind-up your practice. However, this is a slow process that may not

effectively and efficiently allow client matters to continue uninterrupted. Hence, you should be

selecting another lawyer or law firm to serve as your assisting attorney. This will allow for

transition of clients and the proper handling of funds. This should be reduced to writing and

should be advised in your engagement agreements with your clients. Such agreements should

give the proper authority to act fully on your behalf since powers of attorney will no longer be

effective upon death. You will also need proper direction in your will should you pass during the

time that you have an active practice. Many materials are available on this subject and you

22A.B.A. Comm'n on Law. Assistance Prgm, Mental Health Resources, AM. BAR ASS'N (2020),
https ://www. americanbar.org/groups/lawyer assistance/resources/covid- 19--mental-health-resources/.
23 NEW JERSEY LAWYERS ASSISTANCE PROGRAM, www.njlap.org.



should gather the full and proper jurisdictional law and information so you may do proper

planning to protect you, your estate and your clients.24

This whole pandemic environment is changing the world and the way we carry on and do

business. Now is the time to consider all of these serious ethical requirements so we protect

ourselves and most importantly, we protect the public and our clients.

24A.B.A. Ctr. for Prof. Resp., Succession Planning, AM. BAR ASS'N (2020),
https://www.americanbar.org/groups/professional responsibility/resources/lawyersintransition/successionpanning/.


